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August 1, 2023 

John Spitzer 
USGA, Research and Test Center 
77 Liberty Corner Road 
Far Hills, NJ 07931 
 

A Karsten Subsidiary 

Re: PING's Response to the USGA's March 14, 2023 Notice to Manufacturers regarding its "Proposed 
Model Local Rule for Elite Compefitions to be available beginning January 2026 requiring the use 
of golf balls that are tested with modified Actual Launch Conditions (ALC) within the Overall 
Distance Standard (ODS)" 

Dear Mr. Spitzer: 

Thank you for your invitation to submit questions and comments regarding the above referenced March .14, 
2023 Notice to Manufacturers - which we refer to in this response as the "2023 Golf Ball Bifurcation 
Proposal". PING is opposed to the 2023 Golf Ball Bifurcation Proposal for multiple reasons, including 
those Set forth below. 

We are thankful the USGA and the R&A decide_d not to move forward on the February ! , 2021 "Proposal 
to Specify the Use of Clubs and/or Balls Intended to Result in Shorter Hitting Distances" (the "2021 
Bifurcation "Proposal"). While there were many compelling reasons for abandoning the 2021 Bifurcation 
Proposal - and we noted a number of them in our response to that Proposal - we presume a key reason was 
the importance of maintaining an important tradition of golf: ensuring the equipment rules apply equally to 
all, regardless of skill level. 

The fact that everyone plays under the same equipment rules has been fundamental to the game for a ve,y 
long time. This tradition, employed together with your handicap system, cements a strong connection 
among all golfers - whether you are a famous tour professional, or a new golfer submitting scores for your 
first handicap. This connection benefits both the professional and the amateur golfer. If equipment rules are 
bifurcated based on skill level, we believe amateur golfers will feel "disconnected"' with the professionals 
they admire, resulting in harm to the game, to the professional golfers, and to the professional tours. There 
is simply no compelling reason to take such a risk when both the professional and the amateur game are 
experiencing growing popularity, and reaping the benefits that come with it. Staying clear of the slippery 
slope of bifurcation is - alone - a more than sufficient reason to drop the 2023 Golf Ball Bifurcation 
Proposal. 

If adopted, your 2023 Golf Ball Bifurcation Proposal will create other problems as well. While PING 
currently does not manufacture and/or distribute golf balls, it appears the 2023 Golf Ball Bifurcation 
Proposal would raise costs for golf ball manufacturers. Designing, manufacturing, and selling golf balls to 
satisfy two different standards will be more expensive, and ultimately those higher costs will likely be 
passed on to amateur golfers. Have you considered any less restrictive and/or more innovative ideas that 
could achieve your goal without hanning golf ball manufacturers and the game? If so, please share those 
results. If not, perhaps that should be the focus of a new effort. 
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